A FULLER INDUSTRIES BRAND

Truly
CLEAN
The
Ultimate

Dilution Control
System

When businesses decide

to become a customer of

Fuller Industries, it’s often
because they begin to

understand what’s really
important to them.

Without a doubt, price and quality
are critical aspects of any

supplier-customer relationship,

but it’s the relationship itself that

matters. That feeling that you get

when you know someone’s in your
corner. At Fuller Industries we

strive to create those partnerships,
whether it’s our customers who

work with us to grow their business
and deliver a level of service

that changes the game, or they
want to be a recipient of that
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kind of service, through our
various programs.
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Fuller Industries

manufactures a range of
commercial cleaning

chemicals and tools to

make cleaning easy and

efficient for the end user.
The Trumix system is at the heart
of this objective with a complete

range of chemicals, accessories,
and dispensers. For helpful tips,
additional product information,
and training resources,

visit fullerindustriesllc.com.
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Non-Stop Innovation

THE TRUMIX SYSTEM IS DESIGNED WITH THE END USER IN MIND.
The Trumix line of dilution chemicals are formulated to provide
cleaning power at just the precise blend to get the job done. Whether
used in a school, hospital, office, restaurant, hotel, or any commerical
application, the innovative supply solution will benefit your budget.
After all, the bottom line is a key to any commercial endeavor, no
matter the industry. As part of our dedication to our customers' needs,
the Trumix system also allows for versatility and expansion within any
facility management program. This system is just one small example
of how Fuller Industries is becoming the industry leader through fully
integrated manufacturing, innovation, and investment.

Trumix Dilution Control isn’t just a product line, it’s a system that
helps a business take control of the way its cleaning chemicals are
used. A full range of cleaning chemicals means any organization can
have a one-stop shop for all its cleaning needs. Our dispenser line
offers numerous systems to simplify the management of chemicals by
dispensing precise amounts of concentrated cleaning solutions. This
also diminishes the chance of waste in the process. And if there’s an
accessory needed to make the system work better, we’ve probably
thought of it and made it available. After all, we’ve been doing this for
quite a while.

TRUMIX DILUTION CONTROL CHEMICAL USAGE CHART

Choosing chemicals from the Trumix line that suit your needs is easy with this handy chart. Get started now.
Green
Approved

#2

Neutral Cleaner
(F690228)

#5

Non-Acid Restroom
Cleaner (F690528)

#6

Q-128
(F690628)

#7
#8
#9
#10
#13
#20
#29
#33
#34
#47
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X

All Purpose Cleaner
(F690928)
Speed Spray
Power Cleaner
(F691028)
Hydrogen Peroxide
Multi-Purpose
(F691328)

X
X
X
X

Showers

X

X

X

X

X

Q-256
(F690728)
Glass Cleaner
(F690828)

Restroom
Fixtures

X

Food Fats
and Oils

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Disappear
(F693328)

X
X

X

X

Disinfecting

X

X

Odor
Control

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Glass &
Mirror

Carpet
Cleaning

X

TRUMIX® DC2 #2 NEUTRAL CLEANER
A concentrated, low-foaming, all-purpose cleaner,
this versatile product is excellent for use as a general-purpose surface cleaner, for mop-and-bucket
cleaning, and in an automatic scrubber for cleaning
floors. Its low-foam, phosphate-free formula virtually
eliminates rinsing and leaves surfaces clean without
streaks or dulling haze.

TRUMIX® DC2 #5 NON-ACID
RESTROOM CLEANER
An EPA-registered hospital-grade disinfectant,
ideal for daily cleaning and disinfecting toilet bowls,
urinals, bathtubs, sinks, shower stalls, glass, mirrors,
chrome, and other hard, non-porous restroom surfaces. Leaves a fresh, long-lasting floral fragrance.
Recommended for use in all public restrooms.

X

1:128 dilution
F690228 // 4/64 oz
pH 8.5 ± 0.5

1:64 dilution
F690528 // 4/64 oz
pH 11.0 ± 1.0

X

X

X

Fulleroso
(F692928)

FullSan II
(F694728)

Finished
Floors

X

UHS Combo
Cleaner/Maintainer
(F692028)

Enzy-Clean
(F693428)

General
Cleaning

X

X
X

Heavy
Soil &
Grease

X

X

TRUMIX® DC2 #6 Q-128
One-step germicidal detergent and deodorant,
effective against bacteria, viruses (including HIV-1,
HBV, and HCV), fungi, mold, and mildew. EPA-registered virucide-fungicide-mildewstat, and hospital-grade disinfectant. It’s neutral pH is perfect for
disinfecting hard, non-porous surfaces. USDA C1
equivalent. Effective against SARS CoV-2, the cause
of COVID-19, in one minute.
1:128 dilution
F690628 // 4/64 oz
pH 7.7 ± 0.5

X

X
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TRUMIX® DC2 #7 Q-256
Multi-purpose, neutral pH, germicidal detergent,
and deodorant, effective against bacteria (including
MRSA), viruses (including HIV-1, HBV, and HCV), fungi,
mold, and mildew. EPA-registered virucide-fungicide-mildewstat, and hospital-grade disinfectant. Its
neutral pH is perfect for disinfecting hard, non-porous
surfaces. Effective against SARS CoV-2, the cause of
COVID-19, in one minute.
1:256 dilution
F690728 // 4/64 oz
pH 7.7 ± 0.5

TRUMIX® DC2 #8 GLASS CLEANER
Ammonia-free, butyl-free formulation cleans
hard surfaces including glass, plastic, Plexiglas®,
metal, and chrome. An effective, economical,
non-streaking formula. For use with Trumix DC2
dispensing equipment.
1:64 dilution
F690828 // 4/64 oz
pH 6.8 ± 0.6

TRUMIX® DC2 #9 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
Ultra-concentrated, unscented cleaner that removes soil without the use of harsh chemicals. Formulated for use on all washable surfaces including
all types of finished floors, painted walls, Formica®,
vinyl, plastic and metal surfaces. Can be used in
auto scrubbers, mop buckets, and spray bottles for
general-purpose cleaning.
1:512 dilution
F690928 // 4/64 oz
pH 8.0 ± 0.5

TRUMIX® DC2 #10 SPEED SPRAY POWER CLEANER
Non-butyl power cleaner is a safe, effective choice for
use on all washable surfaces. Fast-acting formula cuts
through heavy soils with ease. Just spray and wipe.
USDA C1 equivalent.
1:25 dilution
F691028 // 4/64 oz
pH 7.5 ± 0.5

TRUMIX® DC2 #13 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER
An all-purpose cleaner/degreaser formulated with biodegradable surfactants and hydrogen peroxide. Can
be used for glass, floors, spray and wipe cleaning, general degreasing, bathroom and shower room cleaning,
tile and grout cleaning and restoration, stainless steel
cleaning and odor elimination.
1:128 dilution
F691328 // 4/64 oz
pH 2.5 ± 0.5

TRUMIX® DC2 #20 UHS COMBO
CLEANER/MAINTAINER
Used daily, this unique formula keeps resilient and hard
floor surfaces free of surface dirt. Special moisturizers
revitalize the finish, enhancing its response to burnishing. This "one-step" product saves time and labor.
USDA C1 equivalent.
1:128 Dilution
F692028 // 4/64 oz
pH 9.0 ± 1.0

We consider our customers to be
our partners. These are not just
words, but how we do business.
8 800-848-4901
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ENSURE ACCURACY WITH TRUMIX

TRUMIX #29 FULLEROSO
Fulleroso™ is now available in our TruMix Dilution
Control system. It is a triple-action multi-purpose
formula ideal as a general-purpose cleaner, mop-on
floor cleaner and deodorizer. Designed to be low
foaming, free-rinsing with readily biodegradable
surfactants. It is safe to clean all washable surfaces
and cancels many malodors, leaving the area with a
fresh lavender fragrance.
1:64 dilution
F692928 // 4/64 oz
pH 8.9 ± 0.3

TRUMIX® DC2 #33 DISAPPEAR DEODORIZER
Effectively counteracts and cancels a broad spectrum of malodors. Use in hotel rooms, restrooms,
locker rooms, dining areas, nursing homes, transportation vehicles, and veterinary establishments
to eliminate odors caused by smoke, food, garbage,
human or animal waste, and other malodors.
1:128 dilution
F693328 // 4/64 oz
pH 8.5 ± 0.5

TRUMIX #34 ENZY-CLEAN
Our powerful combination of enzymes and living
bacteria is now available in our TruMix dilution
control system! These enzymes accelerate soil
breakdown and continue to clean after initial application. No rinsing required. Enzy-Clean is a natural
deodorizer on hard non-porous surfaces, as well as
drains. Consistent use in drains will maintain flow
through drains and pipes. Neutral pH. This product
contains no harsh acids or caustics.
1:128 dilution
F693428 // 4/64 oz
pH 7.0 ± 0.5

MOBILE DISPENSER F698098
Attach to standard hose  ٭Portable  ٭Fills into mop
bucket/spray bottle/auto-scrubber  ٭2gpm flow-rate

SINGLE WALL MOUNT DISPENSER F699198
Accurately dilutes and dispenses concentrated
chemicals  ٭For mop buckets or auto-scrubbers
 ٭3.5 GPM flow-rate  ٭Not for use with Trumix
chemicals.

DUAL WALL-MOUNT DISPENSER F699098
Simple and easy to use  ٭Accurate dilution and
dispensing  ٭2gpm flow-rate

TETRAD DISPENSER F696498
Four-product solution dispenser  ٭Dilution
accuracy and cost controls are simplified

FOAMER F698298
Attach to any standard hose  ٭Ready to use ٭
4 gpm flow-rate  ٭Produces heavy foam for
superior clean

ONE GALLON BOTTLE INSERTS
Inserts available for one gallon bottles  ٭Are color
coded for easy use and proper selection

TRUMIX DC2 #47 FULLSAN II
A one-step, no-rinse dual quaternary disinfectant that is effective against a broad spectrum of
bacteria (including MRSA), is virucidal (including
Influenza A, HCV, HBV, and Canine Parvovirus) and
inhibits the growth of mold and mildew and their
odors when used as directed.
1:64 dilution
F694728 // 4/64 oz
pH 12.0

RACK ’EM UP

GALLON ROUND RACK
NON-LOCKING
Avaiable with one
round gallon or three
round gallons.
10 800-848-4901

GALLON F-STYLE
RACKS
NON-LOCKING
Available with one
or four bottle
configuration.

HALF-GALLON
F-STYLE RACKS
LOCKING
Available with three
or six bottle
configuration.

HALF-GALLON
F-STYLE RACKS
NON-LOCKING
Available with one, two,
three, or four bottle
configuration.

WATER SUPPLY HOSE F697098
5/8 in. x 72 in.
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One Fuller Way, Great Bend, Kansas 67530
Email: info@fullerindustriesllc.com
800-848-4901
Fullerindustriesllc.com

